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Vision
The vision for the RPF as agreed in 2021 has not been changed

We will drive the economic recovery of
Scotland whilst ensuring the proceeds of
innovation and prosperity are fairly and
sustainably distributed across all sections
of the community to tackle inequalities.
We will protect our environment and
make best use of our assets to ensure
that the Edinburgh and South East
Scotland City Region delivers for all its
citizens as we transition to a zero-carbon
economy. Our institutions, ancient and
modern, will deliver benefit for all.

The vision for the
RPF was agreed in
2021 across the
region to help
manage the
effective delivery of
a programme
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RPF September 2021 – 3 themes
Building on the themes to identify critical components for delivery

The governance committee
approved the RPF in
September 2021. This had,
at its core, 3 central themes
of:
1) Resilient
2) Flourishing
3) Innovative
These themes were marked
as being essential to
delivering our regional
vision for the RPF
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9 big moves
How we structured working groups to progress key activity

9 ‘Big Moves’ were
identified as being
central to helping
deliver this vision for
our region. Each ‘Big
Move’ was supported
by a supporting team
from across the
region to help identify
key projects required
to deliver the change
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What has changed?
Building on the work to date to ensure an effective built platform from which we can drive
our programme for delivery

Strategic Outcomes

1) Increased growth and productivity
through innovation
2) Working towards net zero 2045 and
delivering climate adaptation and
mitigation
3) Building our locally rooted, global
reputation
4) Addressing labour market shortages
and re-skilling our workforce
5) Sustainable recovery from the Covid
Pandemic
6) Combatting poverty and inequality

Delivery Programmes

Will enable

1. Regenerating our Waterfront and
Coastal sites
2. New skills for sustainable growth
3. Sustainable transport & infrastructure
4. Innovation growth, absorption,
strategic sites
5. City and town centre recovery
6. Culture – thinking globally
7. Maximising the role of our anchor
institutions
8. Digital connectivity and data gathering
and deployment
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Alignment with policy
The publication of NSET and Levelling Up White Paper must be built on to reflect national,
regional and local alignment

NSET

RPF alignment

Levelling Up “missions”

RPF alignment

Levelling Up
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Priority delivery programmes
The 8 programmes identified to deliver against our critical outcomes

A set of actions to be
completed in the immediate
short term will enable wider
transformation activity to be
delivered
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Short term regional priority activities
Immediate regional actions to prioritise for SPF proposals

Regional Tourism
Development
Programme

Net Zero Green
Skills Accelerator

Regional Energy
Masterplan

Regional Community Wealth
Building project

Regional Innovation
Programme

Regional
Transport
Masterplan
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